
The Shack 
The Journey of Healing and Restoration 

 
The fundamental outline found within the book and within the movie is the             
road map of a remarkable journey of healing and restoration. The graphic            
depiction of this healing process is particularly powerful when seen and heard            
in this context. The overall message grabs you and the individual lessons are             
well structured and perfectly sequential. The story grows more tragic up to            
the grievous hurt as Mack surrenders his child into the arms of God; however,              
the healing (and power found within it) is growing more evident with each             
lesson learned and step taken.  
 
1. Recognizing the broken heart, broken life, broken identity—in ourselves and          

in others. 
 

a. From the opening scenes, we recognize that the environment in which           
someone lives and functions can have a profound effect on the life            
they lived then. The environment also sets the tenor and tone in a             
home this is ripe with broken lives and broken stories. 

 
Religion often masks the true heart! 
 
[Lying on the porch after being struck]—what do Mackenzie’s eyes tell us? 
 
___that deep hurt is already there__________________________________ 
___we are often hurt by those nearest to us__________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
[With Papa on the porch]—we often see the face of God long before we              
realize it’s Him and long before we are ready to seek healing for our hurt.               
We can trust that God has shown Himself to those with whom and to whom               
we minister.  They very likely, however, didn’t know it was Him. 
 
 



“Daddy’s aren’t supposed to hit—that’s not love.”  
 

b. Perceptions of God are often skewed by the fathers in a person’s own             
story.  We must deal with that perspective or hope will not build. 

 
 

“What do I do?” 
 
We must be ready to deal with this question whether spoken or inferred.             
We must know (whether they are fully aware or not) that the answer to all               
questions that we must answer is God—“talk to God—He’s always          
listening”  
 
“Pain has a way of twisting us up inside and makes us think the              
unthinkable!” 
 

c. Our first clue and our first moments of ministry to those whose hearts             
are broken is that Holy Spirit will allow us to see clearly that             
someone’s pain is genuine/real/powerful and often deep in their story.          
We are dealing with real hurt! 

 
 “The secrets we keep have a way of clawing their way to the surface!” 
 

d. We move next to reality that we find in ourselves and in those to              
whom we will minister, the reality that they have been unsuccessful in            
keeping their brokenness and anguish buried or locked away. We will           
likely not be ready for help ourselves or able to help others if             
repressing the past and the pain that accompanies it still the person’s            
lead strategy. We minister when the Holy Spirit brings that person to            
a place of clarity that help and hope might be possible. 

e. We quite often are dealing with adults who have no or little idea that              
their current pain/situation/struggle started to many years ago, often         
in childhood. 

 



[As an adult in bed]—what is present in Mack’s heart and in his mind as we                
watch this scene? 
 
_____confusion, misperception of God_____________________________ 
_____anger__________________________________________________ 
_____guilt, shame, regret_______________________________________ 
_____deep sadness____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
How ready was Mack for “the great sadness”? 
 
HE WAS NOT! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            
no salvation without an encounter!! 

 
[In the neighbor’s garage] 

 
a. There will be no help until someone gets beyond the answer Mack            

gives when ask if he needs help with the snow. His answer was, “I’m              
okay!” We must wait and cannot press when that is someone’s           
answer. As much as we can see that they are not, telling them so will               
sound like judgment until their ears are prepared to hear. 

 
[At the mailbox] 
 

b. Though the encounter started from God’s approach to Mack many          
years earlier, this is the first direct encounter. The note in the mailbox             
that begins the trip to the shack is actually the invitation God offers             
for healing. 
 
It may come simply when someone says that you ought to talk to             
someone or when you ask them if they would like to talk about what is               
hurting or disturbing them.  
 
It may come because the hurt inside cannot be managed anymore and            
a way out is becoming more pressing. THE SIMPLE POINT OF THIS            
SCENE IS THAT GOD MUST BEGIN THE ENCOUNTER. IT CANNOT BE           
ORCHASTRATED BY US! 
 

 
[As Mack approaches and first sees the shack] 
 

c. The invitation from God’s heart is to take us back to the place where              
“the great sadness” occurred. In our opening scripture from Genesis          
32, why did God instruct Jacob to return to his home? Why was there              
a need for him to face Esau?  

 



_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 
 

[Inside the shack] 
 

d. Expect the supernatural! The Holy Spirit is fully engaged as we begin a             
journey of healing and He is present if you are ministering this great             
healing to someone else. Our faith tells us that He is present and He              
will reward our faith. 

 
Do not be shocked if suicide enters the conversation at some point            
whether it is spoken of directly or indirectly. It must be taken            
seriously!  It is often the loudest cry for help that a person will release.  
 
As Mack lies on the floor of the shack and the footsteps are heard that               
disrupts his considered plan, the deer is sent by God’s design. 
 

[As Mack tears up the note] 
 
“you led me here, some Papa you are” 
 

e. We cannot be surprised, shocked or dismayed by the evidence that the            
person sitting in front of us has a deeply adjusted view of God and His               
love and His goodness.  

 
The person that is deeply hurt and has a veil over their eyes cannot see               
truth even when it is made evident. Again, do not be surprised or             
frustrated when they cannot see or receive the truth. 
 
Example: If you wore a veil of see-through material that was shaded            
red, could you see all the other colors correctly? Unless you knew the             
veil was there, would you believe you could see the colors correctly? 
 



[In the woods as Mack begins to follow Jesus]  
 

f. As healing comes or as we see healing coming which builds hope, it             
will come gently.  It will absolutely be an invitation from Him. 

 
When Jesus says “Mack”, the supernatural becomes more evident.         
What can we tell as this scene evolves? 
 

i. We know that God already knows what we cannot yet see. 
ii. We know that He is preparing us to bring a supernatural healing. 

iii. We know that following Him into this healing journey is always           
by His leadership and not our determination.  

 
g. As the healing begins, the scenery will change. What is the evident            

change as Mack walks along the path?  And please note, it is a path! 
 

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 
 
Once again, please don’t be surprised if the approach is cautious.           
Moving into the supernatural is often strange and unfamiliar—even in          
the Christian world. 
 

[Inside the cabin] 
 

h. Please note here, the warmth and welcome of the Father. What is His             
heart toward you in this moment? 

 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 
 



Mack’s first question inside the cabin is very telling about him and            
largely about us. His question was, “do I know you?” Papa’s response            
was “not very well, but we’ll work on that”.  
 
When the Father takes the weapon away, we can understand that           
God wants to disarm those who have been hurt from those things that             
continue to hurt them. One of the leading things that I ask people to              
do when we start meeting is for them to stop speaking poorly of             
themselves; to stop agreeing with the enemies opinion and his hateful           
perspective of them. 
 
Papa acknowledges that these early moments in a conversation are          
confusing. But what does Papa say that is truth we need to hear and              
instructions we need to follow? 
 
“We will do this on your terms and your time”. There is no great hurry               
except God does not want you to hurt another day. 
 

i. The greeting and introduction is a such a powerful scene because most            
have never met the Trinity! Many meet the Holy Spirit much as Mack             
did—with great surprise and confusion. 
 
I am very impressed by the focus of that scene that lets us graphically              
see the importance of knowing that the immediate introductions were          
focused on BEING and not DOING! All of them answered I AM!            
There is not hierarchy in the Trinity! There is no God if one is              
excluded! 
 
When Mack hears “You have no idea how much I love you”, what do              
we see in the look on Mack’s face? 
 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 



[When Jesus returns the note] 
 

j. Once again, there will be no great change if there is no supernatural             
reality.  

 
Just as Mack asked Papa on the porch as a little boy, “What am I               
supposed to do”, Jesus now response “nothing”. THAT MUST BE OUR           
ANSWER AS WELL. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            
no salvation without a drastic correction in WHO WE BELIEVE GOD IS!! Our             
misunderstanding and confusion about the Father (along with those to          
whom we minister) causes us to have few or very limited expectations of             
God and makes us (and them) very doubtful that things will be different             
“this time”. By the Spirit in us, we must allow His love and His goodness to                
become evident to the person with whom we meet. The meetings are            
truthful, intimate and very personal. 

 
[In the cabin with Papa] 
 
“remember that smell.  Ma, Griff, she loves you more than you can know.” 
 

a. The word “remember” is a powerful word in this ministry. Papa is not             
trying to get Mack to remember the awfulness of “the great sadness”            
but rather the very powerful reality that Papa has been loving           
us/them to this moment of healing for a long time. (He has been             
there all along!) 

 
“you knew I would come . . . was I free not to come”? 
 

b. As believers, especially as believers, God will lovingly but persistently          
pursue us to this time of healing. Though He will never force us, the              
invitation to heal and be restored is handed to us as a gift frequently              
offered. All conversation is that invitation to be discovered and hope           
to be experienced. Papa’s response that He is “not interested in           
prisoners” and “you can walk out that door right now” is a powerful,             
early lesson we must learn in ministering His healing to others. There            
can never be force or pressure to act. The truth, however, may create             
that pressure at times but it is not ours to use as a club. (He is an                 
“inviter” and a “giver of gifts” that can be received or rejected.) 

 
 
 
 



“why did you bring me back here?  Because this is the place you got stuck”. 
 

c. Though this has been mentioned in previous notes, we receive          
increased clarity in Papa’s response. We are stuck/ many are stuck           
because of a particular moment in the past that had such a powerful,             
and tragic affect that we cannot move beyond it. This is not just             
because something happened to us; it is because in that hurtful           
moment, satan gave us a false identity that establishes permanence          
to our brokenness. What would likely be Mack’s false identity at this            
time?  _______________________________ 

 
“I pictured you with a white beard” 
 

d. Again, our conversations must clear up who God is and who He is not.              
False ideas and conclusions about God as judge, jury and punisher of            
His kids must be erased. The Holy Spirit in us will clear this up if we let                 
Him speak and let Him respond.  (He is Good and He is Love!!) 

 
“after what you have been through, I didn’t think you could handle a father              
right now” 
 

e. The great beauty of this moment is that God knows how to come to              
us—uniquely, intimately, personally, powerfully. We make Him look        
one way, sound one way, approach one way. That, however, would           
seem very strange when one of the greatest evidences of His creation            
is that He made all of us “in His image”, “according to His purpose”              
and all significantly different. (He knows us and He knows the person            
sitting before you.) 

 
“I know what a great gulf there is between us Mack. You may not believe               
it but I am especially fond of you.” 
 

f. God is not alarmed about where you have gone. He is genuinely            
loving in His determination to bring healing and restoration—not for          
Himself but rather for you, for us and for others. Closing that great             



gulf is a much different journey if God finds us willing and ready for              
His great mercy. (God’s love will always desire to close any gap            
between us and Him.) 

 
“I want to heal that wound that’s growing inside you and between us.             
There’s no easy answer that will take your pain away. No instant fix that’s              
enduring.  Life takes a bit of time and a lot of relationship.” 
 

g. These are truly profound statements that represent so much about          
who our Father truly is.  

i. He desires always to take away that which hurts us. 
ii. Many answers to deep and profound problems and issues are          

about improving actions, attitudes and behavior but will not         
sustain any enduring change 

iii. The root of healing is identity and the false identity that satan            
gave at the moment of our “great hurt” is devastating our           
relationship with God. “The wound is growing inside you and          
between us” is Papa’s amazing truth.  (He desires healing!) 

 
“Relationship”? 
 

h. What does that question reveal about what is in Mack’s heart at this             
moment? 

 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 
 
Many statements in the next few seconds of the movie will reveal a             
very common and predictable indictment that most of us have against           
God.  Listen for those as Mack confronts Papa. 
 
 



The conclusion generally ends with “why didn’t you do what I wanted            
you to do and what I already knew was best”? Or perhaps, “why did              
you fail me”? As we have said many times, we often love a God whom               
we don’t trust. 
 
Papa’s answer to the indictment is straightforward and filled with          
truth. 
 

“I never left her” 
 

i. We should be very prepared (made ready by His Spirit) to answer this             
accusation. There will be a great deal revealed in other, upcoming           
lessons but recognizing early that God is in charge but not in control is              
extremely necessary to balance the indictment. (He will never leave          
you or forsake you!) 
 

“Son, when all you see is the pain, you lose sight of me.” 
 

j. We begin hear to recognize and use in ministry the very present reality             
that pain has created the lenses through which most of us see God,             
others and the situations of our lives. If Jesus said often that you could              
look at Him and see the Father, we too (equipped as He was equipped)              
should also be able to live that message as well. Even if not by words,               
our lives should humbly encourage others to look at us and see God. 

 
“unless you can change THAT, I will never be free”. 
 

k. What is Mack’s great misunderstanding found in that statement? 
 

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 

 
“I am not who you think I am” 



 
l. This is the great summary of this section of the movie. Mack’s healing             

and the urgency of it is based largely on the correction of that truth.              
We rarely know who God is because we have removed the “revealer of             
all truth” from the church, ministry, counseling, and relationships. 

 
 
What is the perspective that Mack demonstrates when he lets go of Papa’s             
hand? 
 

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            
no salvation until we believe, trust and absolutely know that God knows            
and loves us. Many who are hurting believe that God has somehow left             
them or too distant to know what is going on their lives and most have               
concluded that He likely doesn’t care. By the Spirit in us, we must allow His               
love and His goodness to become evident to the person with whom we             
meet. The Holy Spirit will use our hearts, hands, voices, eyes, tears and all              
other things to bring this reality home to us and to those to whom we               
minister.  We/they must know that God is for them and not against them. 

 
[Papa exits the house to follow Mack] 
 
“If pain goes unresolved, it can cause us to forget what we’re created for.” 
 

a. We begin to get a first glimpse that God wants to DIRECTLY engage             
that which has broken our hearts and separated us from Him. By His             
supernatural power, we must let Him connect with the person before           
us. Papa now begins to address the deep hurt inside Mack with the             
purpose of letting him know that God truly cares.  

 
1. Does Jesus care when my heart is pained 

Too deeply for mirth or song, 
As the burdens press, and the cares distress, 
And the way grows weary and long?  

Refrain: 
Oh, yes, He cares, I know He cares, 
His heart is touched with my grief; 
When the days are weary, the long nights dreary, 
I know my Savior cares. 

2. Does Jesus care when my way is dark 

With a nameless dread and fear? 
As the daylight fades into deep night shades, 
Does He care enough to be near? 

 

3. Does Jesus care when I’ve tried and failed 

To resist some temptation strong; 
When for my deep grief there is no relief, 
Though my tears flow all the night long? 

 

4. Does Jesus care when I’ve said “goodbye” 

To the dearest on earth to me, 
And my sad heart aches till it nearly breaks— 
Is it aught to Him? Does He see? 

 



“That’s not something I want for you. That’s why you’re here Mackenzie. It’s             
time for your flying lesson.” 
 

b. Why do you think Papa called this a flying lesson? Remember back to             
what was said about the bird and its purpose. 

 
(Note:  Play through to the dinner scene around the table.) 
 
[Around the table] 
 
“He’s still having a hard time believing this is real”. 
 

c. This is a powerful statement that we should also expect along this            
journey—for ourselves and for those to whom we minister. Most have           
been so affected by disappointment and poor teaching that they don’t           
believe that this time can be different. Our assurance that God wants            
to deal with their pain may seem very confusing after their life and             
their religion has told them otherwise. 

 
(Note:  Play through the rest of the dinner scene.) 
 
[On the dock under the stars] 
 
“Love is meant to exist within a relationship Mack. That’s all we want to have               
with you.  You are in the center of our love and purpose.” 
 

d. These are profound words from Jesus and should reassure us that His            
love is as tangible as the air we breathe and that His purpose for each               
of us has been lost in the brokenness. Our words must bring that             
assurance as well. 

 
“As beautiful as all of this is, it’s nothing compared to how we see you”. 
 

e. This is the great summary of this section. Rarely do we find someone             
who believes this about themselves. This is the reason that it is            



necessary to have a person speak about themselves what their Father           
would actually say about them. This can easily be done by asking a             
person to think of a child in their life and ask them, “if that child is two                 
years old and you begin to speak, what would you say to that child?”              
The words are always kind and never harsh. We can then ask them to              
say what their Father would say to His child as well. 

 
This shift in perspective must occur. If they never believe God truly            
cares and loves them, they will not ask Him to help. 
 
 

[As Mack prepares for bed.] 
 
What do you think is in Mack’s mind now as he has experienced the day? 
 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

 
(Note:  Play through until Papa says “Night, Mack”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            
no salvation until what we know becomes faith. This confirming reality,           
knowledge becoming faith, must overcome years of misconception,        
misinformation and disappointment in most who confess a belief in God.           
Most who come for help have little faith that God can make any difference.              
Until they actually know Him, they will not trust Him. Before someone is             
delivered, I ask them four questions. The third of those question is, “do you              
believe by faith that God will do what you ask Him to do and remove your                
false identity”? There are some/many who struggle to answer that          
question. They know He can but often don’t think that He will. The             
messages found within this ministry must begin to transfer the truth of His             
love to the reality of faith and trust. 

 
[Mackenzie joins Papa on the porch] 
 
“That’s where your whole wrath thing comes in” . . . “my what” . . .                
“everybody knows you punish the people who disappoint you”. 
 

a. From the perspective that Mack shares, it is easy/simple to          
understand why He will trust God with such little hope. If we see and              
truly believe that God punishes those who disappoint Him, it is very            
hard to turn to that same Father with any great hope of more than              
punishment. Punishment and the avoidance of punishment will        
dictate our lives (sin management). 

b. There is a deep misunderstanding found in this conversation that rests           
in many believers. It finds is foundation in the error that the Bible is              
about what we do with a very singular focus on sin. However, the             
great misconception is that God has saved us and now the life is up to               
us live in a way that pleases Him. We MUST know, remember and             
share that there has only been one person ever qualified to live the             
Christian life. The someone is Jesus and He has sent His Spirit to             
indwell us that BY HIM, disappointment is not possible. The Indwelling           
Christ is the only One who can meet His own standard of            
righteousness. 

 



“I don’t need to punish people.  Sin is its own punishment”. 
 
c. Faith can build when we receive such simple truth. If sin does and is              

its own punishment, I can separate His hand from a great deal of hurt.              
We struggle to accept, under the teaching that God is control, that            
God is not aggressively correcting us and that His open arms are the             
escape from such punishment. 

 
“As hard as it is for you to accept, I am in the middle of everything you                 
perceive as a mess working for you good”. 
 

d. Again, it is very difficult for anyone to turn to God with simple faith to               
help if they can’t disengage from the thought that He caused their            
hurt. God who is perceived to be “in charge” has to cause all hurt or               
allow all hurt. Both will cause people to turn from Him and walk             
away. 

 
“What possible good comes from a little girl being murdered by a sick             
monster?  You may not cause those things but you certainly don’t stop them.” 
 

e. The questions we have or the question we will be asked are often this              
straightforward and this challenging. We cannot fear these questions.         
Mack is being totally honest about his lack of trust and how his             
incomplete picture of the Father is affecting that trust. 

 
“Mackenzie, you are trying to make sense of your world based on a very              
incomplete picture.  It’s like looking through the knot whole of your own pain”. 
 

f. I find this statement to be extremely profound. Intense pain of any            
type will cause our view point or our point of view to extremely             
narrow. We will be able to see very little honestly and fully if pain              
becomes the narrowing filter of perceptions. Understanding the        
Father and who He truly is, is challenging enough in great           
circumstances. When pain is added, our view of God is greatly           
altered. 



“The real underlying flaw in your life is that you don’t think that I am good. I                 
am.” 
 

g. Very few would openly confess that they believe this to be true. But             
many live and act like it each day. WE WILL NOT TRUST GOD IF WE               
DON’T BELIEVE HE IS GOOD. WE WILL ASSIGN HIM A GREAT DEAL OF             
MISFORTUNE. 

 
“And if you knew me and how much I love you, and even when you don’t                
understand, you could know that I am at work in your life for good. And then                
you could trust me”. 
 

h. Mackenzie is now confronted with this dynamic moment. There is a           
declaration of love by Papa. If Mack believes it and receives it, the             
trust will become evident as it later does. If he doesn’t believe that             
God is “working for good to those who love Him and are called             
according to His purpose”, he will walk away and refuse the help. 

 
“My daughter is dead. There is nothing you can say that will ever justify what               
happened to her.” 
 

i. There is no faith, YET. Only when our understanding God and knowing            
His heart is real in our lives, will we trust Him and know that He is                
present in each story.  

 
[Mackenzie attempts to leave] 
 
We cannot be concerned or alarmed that faith may not be understood and             
that many misconceptions about God must be overcome. We cannot be           
discouraged because it is the work of the Holy Spirit to bring them back for               
healing. 
 
 
 
 



6. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            
no salvation until the Holy Spirit reveals truth. The Holy Spirit brings us into              
the mysterious and the miraculous. For many who are unfamiliar with the            
Spirit there will be more mysterious than miraculous at the beginning. If            
this is about you, the challenge is to remain open (listening and watching)             
all He reveals those things that are absolutely life changing to you. If you              
are ministering to someone else, it is very important that you let the Spirit              
bring the mysterious through you.  How does that occur? 

 
✔ You speak those things that you hear from the Spirit even if it sounds odd               

or unusual to you. 
✔ You speak/share those things He gives with the same kindness,          

directness, tenderness . . . as He spoke them to you. 
✔ Expect that He will speak and expect that it will be life changing. 

 
[As Mackenzie attempts to leave he is confronted by the Holy Spirit] 
 
“Just to be clear, we’re not justifying anything.” 
 

a. It is quite challenging to reframe a mind when it is convinced that God              
seems to ignore, or by deference minimize that which has broken our            
hearts. Healing is not always wanted because the raw emotion of the            
pain and suffering can become the best company that the broken           
hearted often keeps. Many don’t immediately want to give it up.           
Some don’t want to give it up because they have never known            
themselves in true freedom. 

 
“We’d like to heal it if you’d let us.” 
 

b. The Holy Spirit lays the cards on the table. THIS IS ABOUT HEALING!!!             
There is nothing more important than finding within ourselves that          
basic desire—unadjusted, uncharted, unrestricted.  

 
[As Mack and the Holy Spirit enter the garden] 
 



“Wow! Well this is wild. That isn’t the word in your head. Okay! This is a                
mess.  It is isn’t it.  So beautiful.” 
 

c. This is a powerful moment when the Holy Spirit begins to reveal truth             
beyond our basic comprehension. Rarely do we call “a mess”          
beautiful; however, we should not be surprised when He sees beyond           
our mess to see the repetitive pattern that we see later as the camera              
pans away from above 

 
It is so important to convey this particular moment as we minister to             
others. They must see in us that God sees this moment, so painfully             
described, as beautiful and filled with hope. The “messes” often seem           
endless and beyond hope as someone is in the midst of it but God sees               
from the true perspective. That perspective must be conveyed to us by            
His Spirit. 
 

“There is something very special I want to plant here tomorrow.” 
 

d. What is it that will be planted the following day? What will be buried              
in the prepared place? ______________, _________________,      
______________________, _______________, _________________. 

 
The Holy Spirit has healing prepared this is beyond coping. The Holy            
Spirit has fully prepared the victory found in overcoming. What is the            
difference? Coping means we have thrown a blanket over it;          
overcoming means it cannot be found or rediscovered ever again. 
 

“To prepare the ground, we must dig up all the roots or they will return and                
harm the new growth.” 
 

e. This is very descriptive of what is happening in deliverance ministry. I            
share routinely that the problem with most counseling help is that the            
root is rarely found. In this ministry, IDENTITY (FALSE IDENTITY) IS THE            
ROOT THAT MUST BE EXTRACTED.  IDENTITY PRODUCES FRUIT! 

 



If we don’t remove the root, it will absolutely grow again and do             
similar or worse damage than before. We are always moving toward           
and extraction of that which has been cancerous and devastating in           
lives for a long time. Walking with a person for months/years is            
necessary to make sure that the old does not have a chance to grow              
again. 
 

[As the Holy Spirit and Mack begin to clear the place and prepare the soil.] 
 

“But this is gorgeous.  Un-huh!  You can start over there.  Okay.” 
 

f. Just briefly—both are digging. This will not work in ministry if the            
person with whom you are visiting is not willing there to seek this             
revelation and truth. 

 
“Careful! That one’s deadly! What’s it doing here if it’s poisonous? Your            
presuming that poison is bad. Uh-huh. On its own, the sap from this twig will               
kill you. But combine it with the nectar from this flower, and suddenly it              
contains incredible healing properties.” 
 

g. In this ministry of deliverance and in the ministry of all healing, truth             
can easily be poisonous. It can devastate and destroy if recklessly           
handled. If you mix truth with love, it “suddenly contains incredible           
healing properties”. Knowledge in this ministry can certainly be         
poisonous unless it is mixed with truth (Holy Spirit revealed truth) that            
will make the combination powerful. 

 
“Let me ask you, how confident are you in your ability to discern good and               
evil? Usually pretty obvious. And your basis for something being good is            
what? Well, if it helps me . . . or the people that I love. And evil? It’s harmful.                   
If it hurts someone I care about.  So pretty much you are the judge?” 
 

h. This is a strange yet remarkable conversation. It likely expresses a           
very simple version of most people’s view of good and evil. This is             
what I want you to hear. THE HOLY SPIRIT MUST BRING YOU OR THE              



PERSON TO WHOM YOU ARE MINISTERING INTO THE ERROR OF          
YOURS OR THEIR OWN OPINION. THERE WILL BE NO HEALING          
WITHOUT THIS CORRECTION.  Why? 

 
Brokenness finds it fodder in the errors of our own understanding. We            
have determined, believed and convinced ourselves of many things.         
Primarily God is at the top of the list. 
 

i. The Father 
ii. The Holy Spirit 

iii. Ourselves 
iv. The people that hurt us  
v. The people who have tried to help us 

 
The errors are held in fortresses built by us in our own minds. The Holy               
Spirit knows exactly how to pull those strong holds down. 

 
2 Corinthians 10: 3 For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh: 

4 (For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the 

pulling down of strong holds;) 

5 Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the 

knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of 

Christ; 

6 And having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is 

fulfilled. 

 
“You ever been wrong? Or changed your opinion over time? I mean, sure.             
And there are billions like you . . . each determining what you think is good and                 
evil. And when your good clashes with your neighbor’s evil, arguments ensue,            
wars break out.  Because all insist on playing God.” 
 

i. This section almost seems to disconnect from the specific healing that           
Mack needs. However, we must remember that what is occurring is           
that a place/soil is being prepared for what will be buried tomorrow.            
Nothing with be buried and nothing will be restored unless we give up             
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PLAYING GOD! Our opinion of what has transpired in our stories           
must be surrendered for truth. Most people come in convinced they           
already know and are already right. There is no room for a second,             
correct perspective. 

 
“You weren’t meant to do any of that . . . all on your own. This was always                  
meant to be a conversation between friends.” 
 

j. Can we see by that first statement that healing can only come when             
we exchange roles with God—we stop playing Him and let Him have            
His way in us? We here again that this was always intended to be a               
relationshio! 

 
“What do you think? It’s still a mess. Yes, it is Mack. Wild, wonderful and               
perfectly in process.  THIS MESS IS YOU.” 
 

k. Please hear the heart of God in these few statements. He is not             
alarmed that you have questions. He is not bothered by your           
uncertain steps forward. He is not doubting the possible outcome do           
to your hesitation. He is, however, searching for that heart and mind            
willing and ready for the healing earlier mentioned. 

 
The ground must be prepared. 
 

Where is Mackenzie now—mentally and emotionally?  Spiritually? 
 

 

 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 



7. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            
no salvation until we understand that our mind and heart are the battlefield             
BUT THE WEAPONS ARE SPIRITUAL. 

 
2 Corinthians 10: 3For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh: 

4 (For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the 

pulling down of strong holds;) 

5 Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the 

knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ; 

6 And having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is 

fulfilled. 

 
This is a very simple concept to teach and understand but very difficult to              
live each day. THERE WILL BE NO VICTORY IF THE VICTORY IS DEPENDENT             
UPON US.  WE WIN DECLARING SPIRITUAL REALITIES. 
 
Notice verse 4—“for the weapons of our warfare are not carnal”. There is             
no chance for us to truly be free if each battle is met with “I” or “we” and a                   
new commitment or dedication to be strong in “battle” moments. The word            
carnal in Greek means—(having the nature of flesh; governed by mere           
human nature not by the Spirit of God). 
 
Verses 5 and 6 seem to put the onus on us. It cannot, however, if the                
weapons are “might through God”. We win these struggles by declaring           
that God has already settled that for which satan wants to pick a fight. He               
truly hopes that he can get us to battle him in the soul. He hopes to get us                  
into a conversation about our mind being the place we win rather than the              
battlefield itself. 
 

[As Mack approaches the workshop] 
 
Talking about the Holy Spirit, “If only I was smart enough to understand a              
word She says”. 
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a. A simple point here, but it should not surprise us if hearing or listening              
to the Holy Spirit is foreign to us. Most believers start from a place              
where they have never heard or seen the things that the Holy Spirit             
reveals and speaks of freely. 

 
[Mack in the boat] 
 

“Why are you doing this to me?  It isn’t Me.” 
 

b. There are a couple of questions that are necessary to answer as we             
approach this scene in the boat. First, where does our past haunt us?             
Second, what do bodies of water represent in the Bible? 

 
To the second question first—what do bodies of water often represent           
in the Bible? Bodies of water as compared to rivers of water often             
represent evil, death and chaos. This is seen in the reality of the Red              
Sea which stood in the way of Israel’s freedom in Exodus. 
 
The first question will unfold in the balance of this scene. 
 

c. If it’s not Jesus causing this awful moment, who is it? I know the              
answer most often used—satan; however, though is certainly        
originated in satan, Mack is also a likely candidate as the cause of this              
painful episode. 

 
WE MUST GET SATAN IN THE CROSSHAIRS AND IDENTIFIED AS THE           
ONLY ENEMY; HOWEVER, WE MUST ALSO RECOGNIZE THAT THE         
POWER TO OVERCOME ALREADY EXISTS WITHIN US. 
 

“You told me to come out here. Mack this is happening inside you. Your              
letting this consume you and you don’t have to.” 
 

d. Here is the answer to the first question. Where does our past haunt             
us? It haunts us inside us—in our minds and in our emotions. The             
battlefield is identified but the means of victory is not yet revealed.  



“Just take a deep breath and listen to my voice. Don’t look at it Mack, look                
here. Don’t think about the past; don’t think about the pain. EVERYTHING IS             
GOING TO BE OKAY.  Look at me!” 
 

e. Listen carefully to Jesus’ instruction. 
i. Take a deep breath. 

ii. Listen to my voice. 
iii. Don’t look at it Mack. 
iv. Don’t think about the past. 
v. Don’t think about the pain. 

vi. Look at me! 
 

There is no answer outside of Him! Much of what happens in ministry is              
simply getting someone to look at Him rather than their situation or            
circumstance. 
 

“Trust me.  None of this can hurt you!  Just keep your eyes on me, breath.” 
 

f. What profound words are spoken here! Trust me! How simple that is            
to say and how difficult it is to do. It is amazingly strange that we love                
God but don’t truly trust Him. There is great power in the promise             
that none of this can hurt you. 

 
“Good Mack.  I’m not going anywhere.  Now let’s get you out of this boat.” 
 

g. His promise that He will never leave us or forsake us is that great              
source of “trust”. Trust is the confidence and faith that He will sustain             
me over all time and forever.  

 
What does, “now let’s get you out of this boat me to you”? 
 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 



Summary: 
 
1. Recognizing the broken heart, broken life, broken identity—in ourselves         

and in others. 
2. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            

no salvation without an encounter!! 
3. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            

no salvation without a drastic correction in WHO WE BELIEVE GOD IS!!            
Our misunderstanding and confusion about the Father (along with those to           
whom we minister) causes us to have few or very limited expectations of             
God and makes us (and them) very doubtful that things will be different             
“this time”. By the Spirit in us, we must allow His love and His goodness to                
become evident to the person with whom we meet. The meetings are            
truthful, intimate and very personal. 

4. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            
no salvation until we believe, trust and absolutely know that God knows            
and loves us. Many who are hurting believe that God has somehow left             
them or too distant to know what is going on their lives and most have               
concluded that He likely doesn’t care. By the Spirit in us, we must allow His               
love and His goodness to become evident to the person with whom we             
meet. The Holy Spirit will use our hearts, hands, voices, eyes, tears and all              
other things to bring this reality home to us and to those to whom we               
minister.  We/they must know that God is for them and not against them. 

5. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            
no salvation until what we know becomes faith. This confirming reality,           
knowledge becoming faith, must overcome years of misconception,        
misinformation and disappointment in most who confess a belief in God.           
Most who come for help have little faith that God can make any difference.              
Until they actually know Him, they will not trust Him. Before someone is             
delivered, I ask them four questions. The third of those question is, “do you              
believe by faith that God will do what you ask Him to do and remove your                
false identity”? There are some/many who struggle to answer that          
question. They know He can but often don’t think that He will. The             
messages found within this ministry must begin to transfer the truth of His             
love to the reality of faith and trust. 



6. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            
no salvation until the Holy Spirit reveals truth. The Holy Spirit brings us             
into the mysterious and the miraculous. For many who are unfamiliar with            
the Spirit there will be more mysterious than miraculous at the beginning. If             
this is about you, the challenge is to remain open (listening and watching)             
all He reveals those things that are absolutely life changing to you. If you              
are ministering to someone else, it is very important that you let the Spirit              
bring the mysterious through you.  

7. There will be no healing, no restoration, no deliverance, no repentance and            
no salvation until we understand that our mind and heart are the            
battlefield BUT THE WEAPONS ARE SPIRITUAL. 

  
 
 


